
SUMMER   2020HST 376/WGS300.7101

Dr. Cristina Mehrtens Brazil: History & Culture
cmehrtens@umassd.edu June 9 (T) – July 8 (W)

Office Hours: Chat Room @ My Courses and/or by appointment  Fully Online 

From a comparative historical perspective, HST 376 examines historical processes embedded in 
the modern representations of gender and urban space in Brazil. The course is arranged 
chronologically: It revisits Brazilian history from European contact, colonial rule, independence, to 
integration in the world economy in the nineteenth century. It explores the development of 
industry and agriculture in the twentieth-century to globalization. The course focuses on how 
categories of gender, race, and urban space permeated the twentieth-century political discourses 
of identity and explores how historical interpretations of national events have differently valued 
Brazilian men and women. HST 376 provides students with a critical understanding of 
contemporary Brazil by addressing issues linked to the formation of ethnic identities, the 
processes of social exclusion, and the experiences of ordinary women. Through the analysis of 
texts and images, students examine historical processes embedded in the modern 
representations of identity, gender, race, class, and urban space. The material focuses 
particularly on how gender permeates the biographical discourse applied to many different 
political projects. Students will use and critique the many web sources and original documents 
available to reach their own understanding of the role of gender, race, and nation in Brazil, where 
people and governments have long struggled over the meanings of ethnicity and national identity. 
The course requires virtual attendance and participation in the different online assignments. 

Course Objectives 

• Understand the kind of questions/answers historians do

• Recognize ideas of continuity & change over time

• Explore events, ideas & the variety among historical perspectives & interpretations

• Identify primary & secondary sources

• Command of basic research skills through hypermedia exercises using historical evidence

• Practice chronological thinking skills, writing, and “reading” artifacts critically

• Recognize the social construction of gender as a basic historical concept

• Explore the ways gender intersects with other forms of identity (class, race, & ethnicity)

• Identify how gender, sex, & sexuality intersect in our understanding of a particular historical
moment

University Studies Objectives 

• Identify links among local & global issues

• Consider the relevance of global politics, economics, cultures, & languages

Required Reading 
Boris Fausto. A Concise History of Brazil, (Cambridge University Press 1999) ISBN 0-521-56536-X 

Azevedo, Aluísio de. The Slum (Oxford University Press 2000) ISBN 0195121872 
Amado, Jorge. Gabriela, Clove, and Cinamon. (Vintage 2006) ISBN 0-307-27665-1 

Jesus, Carolina Maria de. Child of the Dark (Penguin Books 2003) ISBN 0451529103 

Rampolla, Mary Lynn. A Pocket Guide to Writing History (Bedford St Martin 2012) ISBN 978-0-312-

61041-8 

Scheper-Hughes, Nancy. Death Without Weeping. The Violence of Everyday Life in Brazil. 
(University of California Press, 1992) ISBN 0520075374 

Course Requirements 
Students will be evaluated on the basis of preparation, contribution to the discussions, respect, 
and attentiveness to the other students and the instructor. Grades will be based on weekly 
discussion and response papers (50), and reports (50). (Please read Grading Policies below). 
There will be NO make-ups for examinations. Plagiarized writing (Turnitin) assignments are failed 
assignments, and students found cheating will receive a failing grade. Please check our school’s 
policy on academic dishonesty at http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/academicregs/ethicalstandards.cfm. 

mailto:cmehrtens@umassd.edu
http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/academicregs/ethicalstandards.cfm


 
Instructor’s email response time:  

 I check my e-mail daily Monday through Friday during normal business hours only. 
You can expect a reply from me within 24 hours during the work week. You “may” get 
an email reply during the week end, but that would be an exception not the rule. 

 I will also check the discussion forum daily during the work week. Rest assured that I 
will be participating in what I hope will be lively discussions and will always reply to 
any discussion comment directed specifically at me. 

 Please use the e-mail tool in our site. You may use my personal e-mail ONLY when 
the subject is of a personal and confidential matter. If the question you ask is of a 
nature that even one other person in the course could benefit form the answer, post 
the question in the appropriate discussion board forum.  

 
Discussion Board and Chat Room Etiquette Guidelines  

 You will be directed to different discussion forums within the Lessons. It is essential 
that you participate in these group discussions, as they constitute 25 percent of your 
grade. This is an important aspect of online courses. It is an informal assignment and 
you will be able to express your own views on each topic as well as respond to 
comments made by your class mates. This is our class time and I believe you will find 
this a good way to connect with each other and get to know how others may view the 
subject areas. 

 Please note that although I will be participating in the discussions with you, my 
comments will be limited. I do not want to influence your responses. I want you to 
convey your own ideas, and not what you think I want to hear. 

 Discussions will be graded based on interaction, content, and timeliness. For each 
weekly discussion, you must post a comment/response within 24 hours.  You must 
respond to at least one post. In order for the discussion boards to be effective, you 
should post early and often. Responses, which simply agree with another student’s 
comments will not be graded. Of course, you may agree with others as long as you 
express your reasons for agreeing or your own interpretation of the subject matter. 

 
Assignments 

 Each student will be required to participate in weekly discussion forums, weekly Primary/-
Source Response Papers, and weekly Book Reports. There will NOT be a 
comprehensive final exam. 

 Students should save copies of all-important assignments they post to the course site, 
including discussion postings. 

 
GRADING POLICIES 

 
SIX Reaction-Paper RP Quizzes (30) 

Each student will write Responses Papers on written and visual primary sources related 
to the different parts of the course. This is an individual assignment. Students are 
required to complete SIX (6) RPs. I expect students to hand in AT LEAST ONE RP 
every week, however, in order to reach this numbers, student will have to hand in 
more than one of those assignments per week. Students may also choose to hand 
in all RPs and have their worst grades dropped by the end of the course.  

 
TEN Discussion-Board DB Overviews (30) 

Discussion-Board forums determine “class” participation and attendance. You should 
engage in conversation with your colleagues and you will be graded for content and 
participation. You should consider what the different threads in the assignment entail, that 
is, you will discuss the different primary sources and raise the most unexpected/ 
intriguing issue related to them. Due dates are always provided in the assignment and 
this is a collective/group assignment. Students are expected to participate in all DBs. 
The ten (10) highest grades will make the average by the end of the course.  



 
TWO Reports R (20) 

There are four reports based on weekly required-readings. Students are expected to 
write a two-paragraph (AT LEAST 500 words) report about selected material covered in 
the different parts of the course. Each report refers to one required reading and/or 
particular original source(s). Each Report displays instructions and it will be graded 
accordingly. This is an individual formal assignment. Students are required to complete 
TWO (2) Rs. Students may choose to hand in THREE (3) Rs and ONE (1) worst 
grade will be dropped. 

 
Final Exam (20)  

This examination will follow either the Report and/or Reaction Paper format and it will 
cover selected course material. All students are required to take the final exam. 

 
Class Participation  

This class depends a great deal upon the discussion board conversations (threads). You are 
each required to read your colleagues’ posts and post/reply at least THREE (3) times per 
discussion activity related to the week’s readings and topics. We are doing at least one 
discussion activity per week. You really need to make sure you respond to all discussion 
activity questions on time and that you respond to classmate postings as well. 

Late Assignments 
No late assignments (DBs, RPs, & Rs) accepted. Note that late discussion postings are not 
possible as the assignment depends on dialogue and exchange. All assignments are 
automatically locked after their respective due date. All students are graded the same way. 

Incomplete Policy 
According to the university catalogue, an incomplete may be given only in exceptional 
circumstances at the instructor’s discretion. The student must be passing at the time of the 
request or be sufficiently close to passing. If the work is not completed within one year of the 
recording of the incomplete grade, the grade will become an F(I). The incomplete policy for 
this course is that at least 70% of the course must be already completed and an exceptional 
circumstance must exist. If you feel you require an incomplete for an exceptional reason, you 
need to email me and state your reasons for the incomplete in writing. We will then decide on 
a course of action. 

 
For a more effective course and a better understanding of what is expected of all students in this 
class, please read http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/academicregs/ethicalstandards.cfm 
Technical Issues (Assistance) Please contact the Student IT Service Center @ 508 999 8884 or 
mycourseshelp@umassd.edu  
 
 

SCHEDULE (May be subjected to changes) 
 
W1 June 9-14 
Course Introduction: Contemporary Latin America & Brazil 
Discussion-Board (DB) Forum Introduction 
PART I. Colonial Legacies (1139-1500) & Society (1500-1822): From “Discovery” to 
Kingdom 

A. The Portuguese Seaborne Empire & the International Context 
•*Required Reading (RR): Fausto (1-25) & selected pdf in our course site 
Map 1 Contemporary Latin America and Brazil 

DB1.1: The “Discovery” of Brazil: Indian Brazilian Women 
Reaction Paper (RP)1.1: Virginal Land: Tubinambá Women  

B. Euro-American Encounters:  Contact, Settlement, & Early Administration  
 •Map 2 Contemporary Latin America & Brazil 

C. The Northeast: Sugar, Slavery, African Women, & Plantation Society 
 •*RR: Fausto (34-54) & selected pdf in our course site 

http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/academicregs/ethicalstandards.cfm
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DB1.2: The Safra in Colonial Brazil 
RP1.2: Portuguese Encounters in Africa 
RP1.3: Silent Ocean & Virginal Land 

D. The Central South: Women in the Mining Society in Minas Gerais 
DB1.3: Mining Society in Colonial Brazil 
Map 3 Contemporary Brazil, Its Region, and Its States 
E. Crisis in the Colonial System: Royal Control/ Royal Administration 
• Suggested MOVIE: The Mission (Check Course site) 

 

W2 June 15-21 
(M) Report (R)1 Due: The Atlantic Slave Trade: Women & Slave Life in Portuguese America  
[Based on The Atlantic Slave Trade and Slave Life in the Americas: A Visual Record by Jerome 
S. Handler and Michael L. Tuite Jr. http://hitchcock.itc.virginia.edu/Slavery/index.php and 2-Voyages, The 
Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database http://www.slavevoyages.org/tast/index.faces]  
 
Part II. Kingdom (1808-1822), First Empire (1822-1831), Regency (1831-1840) and Second 
Empire (1840-1889): From Independence to Empire (19th century) 

A. Nation Building: The Braganças in Brazil & Independence  
 •*RR: Fausto (54-75) & selected pdf sources in our site 

Map Contemporary Brazil, Its States and Capitals 
DB2.1: The Brazilian Path to Independence 
RP2.1: Nineteenth-Century Views of America  
RP2.2: The Portuguese & the Brazilian Emperors of Brazil 

B. First Empire (1822-1831) - Marias Graham & Gloria: Foreign & Brazilian Women 
 •*RR: Fausto (76-112) & selected pdf sources in our site  

C. Regency (1831-1840): The Southeast: Coffee, Patriarchy, & Plantation Society 
 Map Brazilian City Capitals 
DB2.2: Newspaper Advertisements for Runaway Slaves 

D. Second Empire (1840-1889): Modernization, Immigration, War, Gender, & 
Patriarchy 

 •*RR: Fausto (112-133) & selected pdf sources in our site 
 Map Latin American Countries and Brazilian States 

E. Imperial Decline – Criticizing & Reforming Society: Republic & the Abolitionist 
Challenge 

 •*RR: Fausto (133-147) & selected pdf sources in our site 
Transition to Free Labor & the Birth of Republic: A Military Coup 
•*RR: Fausto (148-166) & selected pdf sources in our site 
•Map Latin American Countries & Brazilian States and Cities 

DB2.3: The Image of Degeneration & Neocolonial Ideologies 
RP2.3: The Paraguayan War Victory 
 
W3 June 22-28  
(M) **Report (R)2 Due: ONE Report is due today:  Either R2 “Early Nineteenth-Century Brazilian 
Women” OR R2 “Late Nineteenth-Century Brazilian Women” (Based on Aluísio Azevedo’s The 
Slum) 
 
PART III.  Twentieth-Century Brazil: The First Half 

A. The Old Republic (1889-1930) 
 Military Coup & Canudos: The “New” Brazil of the Old Republic 
 •*RR: Fausto (148-166) & selected pdf sources in our site 
DB3.1: Euclides da Cunha’s Rebellion in the Backlands  
RP3.1: Neocolonial Foundations: The Slum X El Zarco 
RP3.2: Literature & Cultural Values: Rebellion in the Backlands 
 The Brazilian Belle Epoque; Immigration & the Whitening Ideal  
 The Urban Poor and the Rise of the Brazilian Working-Class 
 •*RR: Fausto (166-197) & selected pdf sources in our site 

http://hitchcock.itc.virginia.edu/Slavery/index.php
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  Map Latin American Countries & Brazilian States and Cities. 
DB3.2: Drought & the Image of the Northeast by Greenfield 
RP3.3: A German School Teacher in Southeastern Brazil 

B. The Vargas Years (1930-1945) - First Act: Scene 1 (1930-34) & Scene 2 (1934-37)  
 The Revolution of 1930 (Populism), the 1932 Revolution, & Intermezzo (1934-1937)  
 • Map Latin American Countries & Brazilian States and Cities. 
DB3.3: Paulista Women & the 1932 Revolution  
 Second Act (1937-1945) 
 The Estado Novo Dictatorship  
 •*RR: Fausto 198-237 & selected pdf sources in our site 
 • Documentary on the Good Neighborhood Policy  
 
W4 June 29 – July 5 
(M) *Report (R)3 Due: Identity & Nation (Based on Jorge Amado’s Gabriela) 
 
PART IV. Twentieth-Century Brazil: The Second Half 

A. The Democratic Experiment (1946-1964) 
 World War II, the New Populism & Women’s Reactions  

RR: Fausto 237-252 & selected pdf sources in our site 
 Map Latin American Countries & Brazilian States & Cities 
DB4.1: From Neocolonialism to Nationalism 
RP4.1: Pieces of a Social Puzzle 
 Dependency & Developmentalism (50 years in 5)  

*RR: Fausto 253-280 & selected pdf sources in our site 
 Suggested Movie: Black Orpheus (1959, directed by Marcel Camus)  
 • Map Latin American Countries & Brazilian States and Cities. 
 • Documentary: Child of the Dark 
DB4.2: Urban Poverty 
RP4.2: The Estado Novo & Its Imaginary 
RP4.3: Populism & National Development 

B. The Military Dictatorship (1964-1985) 
 Military Dictatorship, the Economic Miracle, & the Absence of Women’s Movements  
 RR: Fausto 280-296 
 Documentary: Capital Sins 
  Map Latin American Countries & Brazilian States and Cities. 
DB4.3: The Brazilian Miracle 
 From Geisel to the New Left & the End of Military Politics *RR: Fausto 296-333 & 
Epilogue 

C. The New Republic (1985 to today)  
 Women, Children, Housing, & Violence in Contemporary Brazil 

Suggested Movie: Central Station 
 Map Latin American Countries & Brazilian States and Cities 
 
W5 July 6-8 
(M) **Report (R)4 Due: The Vital Vargas Years 
RPXC: Brazilian Women’s Reform Issues 

Conclusion: Brazil, Brazilians, and Women: Past, Present, and Future 
 
(W)***Final Exam Due: Report on Poverty & Brazilian Women (Based on Nancy Scheper-
Hughes’s Research) & RP on “Brazil: Past, Present, and Future.” 
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